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Chapter 1

The old tapa cloth, made from the bark 
of trees, had a simple image of the ocean 
painted across it. For the audience of the story, 
the waves seemed to come to life in their 
imagination① each time the storyteller told the 
ancient tale.

“In the beginning, there was only ocean,” 
the storyteller said as the little waves rose 
and fell, “until an island emerged: the mother 
island, Te Fiti.”

Upon the tapa, the listeners could almost 
see the appearance of an island goddess, rising 
up from the ocean and growing in size as 
the storyteller continued. “Her heart had the 
power to create life itself. And she shared that 

① imagination n. 想象
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power with the world.” The lovely goddess lay 
on her side, the curves of her body becoming 
mountains and valleys. It appeared to be the 
birth of a perfect world. A spiraling heart 
blazed at the very center of the island and a 
force radiated① from it, sprouting② beautiful 
trees and plants.

“But in time,” the storyteller continued, 
“some began to covet③ Te Fiti’s heart, believing 
if they could possess it, the heart’s life-giving 
power would be theirs alone.” A variety of 
wicked creatures appeared below the image 
of Te Fiti, eyeing her heart. “And one day, the 
most brazen④ of them all voyaged across the 
vast ocean to take it.”

A small boat appeared upon the tapa, 
sailing across the rippling waves with a giant 
man, full of muscles and carrying a fishhook, 
at the helm. The man jumped off the boat, 
leapt into the sky, and magically transformed 

① radiate v. 辐射 ② sprout v. 使发芽 ③ covet v. 垂涎；觊觎

④ brazen adj. 无耻的；肆无忌惮的
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into an enormous hawk. Soaring through the 
sky, the hawk flew toward the lush island of Te 
Fiti with great purpose and determination.

Once it landed on the island, the hawk 
turned into a chunky① green lizard. It quickly 
and quietly scampered② through the dense 
foliage③, its tail slithering④ behind. When it 
reached large rocks, it transitioned into a tiny 
bug to remain unseen and squeezed between 
them. The bug emerged on the other side 
and turned back into the man. Behind the 
shadows, the man anxiously eyed the spiral 
surrounding the pulsing heart at the island’s 
center.

“He was a demigod of the wind and sea,” 
said the storyteller. “A trickster, a shape-shifter 
with a magical fishhook. And his name was 
Maui.”

Gripping his enormous fishhook, Maui 
stuck its point beneath the heart and pried it 

① chunky adj. 粗短的；厚实的 ② scamper v. 疾走；惊奔

③ foliage n. 叶子（总称） ④ slither v. 滑动；滑行
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from the spiral. He proudly flipped it into the 
air before catching it. Then, to Maui’s surprise, 
the ground began to shake.

In the listeners’ minds, the trees on the 
tapa withered and died as life drained from 
the land, and the island began to turn to dust. 
Maui somersaulted① off a rocky outcropping② 
and raced to the island’s edge. High above 
the ocean, he jumped off a cliff and, in mid-
air, transformed back into a hawk. With a few 
mighty flaps, he reached his boat.

“Maui tried to escape, but he was confronted 
by another who sought the heart: Te Kā, a demon 
of earth and fire!” said the storyteller. Her voice 
grew deeper and more dramatic. She took a 
moment to savor making her audience wait.

Te Kā, a massive lava monster, rose up out 
of ash clouds with great fury, screaming and 
screeching③ in anger. Bright volcanic lightning 
flashed all around, and bits of hot lava spewed 

① somersault v. 翻筋斗 ② outcrop v. 露出地表 ③ screech v. 尖声喊叫
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from its top as it started toward Maui. Maui 
brandished① his hook and leapt at Te Kā. The 
two collided, causing a blinding explosion.

“Maui was struck from the sky, never to be 
seen again. His magical fishhook and the heart 
of Te Fiti were lost to the sea ...,” the storyteller 
said.

The drawing on the tapa showed Maui’s 
hook and Te Fiti’s heart as they fell into the 
rippling ocean waves and disappeared.

Gramma Tala, the storyteller, stood, 
holding the tapa cloth up for her audience of 
children to see. Her eyes peeked mysteriously 
over the tapa, and as she continued with the 
tale, her voice got louder and louder, building 
to the finish.

“... where, even now, a thousand years 
later, Te Kā and the demons of the deep still 
lurk, hiding in a darkness that will continue 

① brandish v. 挥舞
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